The purpose of this work was to determine a segmentation protocol for the treatment of localized non-small-cell lung cancer ͑NSCLC͒ with intensity-modulated radiotherapy ͑IMRT͒ that is as effective as possible while practically simple and hence robust to known practical inaccuracies. This study focused on the stratification of continuous profiles into a discrete number of intensity levels. The selection of the segmentation parameters for the delivery of the fluence profiles using multiple static fields has been considered. Five-field equispaced IMRT treatment plans of five patients with NSCLC were selected. The study comprised nine treatment plans for each patient, starting from a conformal plan, optimizing it for IMRT and then segmenting it utilizing different numbers of segments in each case and optimizing for segment weights separately. A conformal plan, optimized for beam directions, collimator and wedge angles, was also used for comparison with the IMRT plans, so as to consider the best coplanar conformal case. A dose objective for the PTV and the organs-at-risk plus a constraint for the spinal cord were set for all inverse plans. All stages were compared with the aid of dose-volume histograms, dose distributions at the plane of the isocenter, intensity maps for key beams and plots of PTV homogeneity and overall conformality versus complexity. The unsegmented IMRT plans gave the best results but cannot be realized in practice with an MLC. They were best approximated by plans that needed 106 -167 segments to deliver, but did not deteriorate significantly when approximated by plans which required 26 -40 segments in total. All segmented IMRT plans gave a better lung sparing than the conformal plans, indicating that the deterioration of IMRT plans following segmentation is not equivalent to that of unmodulated, conformal plans. However, optimized conformal plans have the potential to approach the lung sparing achieved by segmented IMRT plans. Among the IMRT situations examined, five-field treatment plans for the lung, utilizing a maximum of 40 segments in total, have proven to give a good approximation of the IMRT plans with continuous modulation. © 2004 American Association of Physicists in Medicine.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the UK, lung cancer is the most common cancer in men and the most common cause of cancer death. In 2002, Cancer Research UK reported that lung cancer was the cause of 33 770 deaths in the UK. Uncomplicated local tumor control in unresectable localized non-small-cell lung cancer ͑NSCLC͒ poses a challenge to modern radiation oncology. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] It has been reported 6 that following standard radiotherapy, local control at one year might be no more than 17%. Threedimensional conformal radiotherapy ͑3D-CRT͒ studies have the potential to reduce dose to the organs at risk and give the opportunity for dose escalation. 2 IMRT using inverseplanning techniques gives a more promising approach, given that it has the potential for further dose escalation, while sparing more efficiently the organs at risk. When delivering radiotherapy for lung cancer, the main dose-limiting organ is the normal lung due to the development of radiation pneumonitis. The spinal cord, the heart and the esophagus are also in close proximity and their doses need to be assessed.
In a recent study, 5 we investigated several conformal and intensity-modulated treatment plans for the lung and concluded that IMRT gave, in the majority of situations, better solutions within the given constraints than the conformal plans. On the other hand, these were more difficult to implement. Among all possible geometries, the five-field equispaced solution was considered most practical.
Consequently, the aim of this paper was to investigate how the five-field ''optimum'' plans can be delivered in clinical practice and to determine to what degree the discretization of the fluence maps has an impact upon plan deterioration. It is the use of complex nonuniform intensity beams that distinguishes IMRT from 3D-CRT and the principal question is whether the segmented IMRT plans can still provide a better option for treatment or if they give results comparable to the conformal solution. The problem was approached both qualitatively, trying to determine how good the resulting plans were, as well as quantitatively, in view of some practicality constraints in radiotherapy delivery. Currently the time slot dedicated to complex treatments in the local protocol cannot exceed 15 min. Hence a realistic IMRT schedule for lung treatments should not exceed this limit, both for time-management purposes but also owing to the fact that movement of patients might increase due to discomfort when having to lie still on the treatment couch for longer. Bearing in mind that at this center the chosen method of delivery in this situation is with an MLC in ''step-andshoot'' mode, one needs to allow for intersegment dead-time when arriving at the calculation of the overall treatment time. This additionally reduces the potentially allowed number of segments per beam. Another time limitation is introduced if lung motion is taken into account, which should definitely be the case during an IMRT treatment. The introduction of an active breathing-control technique, for example, requires grouping of the segments into appropriate beam-on periods of similar duration and requires extra time allowance when the patient is breathing freely and the beam is off.
With the above mentioned practical and theoretical limitations taken into account, the impact of modulation upon conformality in a specific lung problem is examined. KellerReichenbecher et al. 7 have found that a small number of intensity levels are enough to achieve close to optimum results, while testing two head-and-neck cases. The study in this current paper investigates this for five lung cases. Dose-volume histograms for the PTV and the lungs were used to determine the outcome as well as predicted tumor control probability ͑TCP͒ and normal tissue complication probability ͑NTCP͒ for the lung. The impact of reducing the number of segments upon dose conformality and normal tissue sparing was also studied.
II. METHOD

A. Patients
The CT scans of five patients with unresectable nonsmall-cell lung cancer who had been previously treated at the Royal Marsden NHS Trust for radical radiotherapy were retrospectively studied. The tumors were located centrally in the thorax and the distribution of tumor stages ranged from stage 1A to 3B. CT slices were acquired in a supine position every 5 mm using axial CT under normal breathing conditions in accordance with the current local protocol. CT scans acquired without breathing control are known to pose a softtissue averaging of the structures under study. This effect is actually employed in the outlining of the PTV, but is only expected to have a second order effect for the dose calculation.
The PTV was expanded from the GTV using a 1 cm three-dimensional margin. The organs at risk delineated were the heart, spinal cord, esophagus, both lungs excluding the GTV as one organ and also a structure named ''normal volume'' which encompassed the whole body, but excluded the PTV expanded by 3 cm. This last structure proved to be useful during optimization and will be discussed later on.
Dose was prescribed to the mean of the PTV for all plans in order to enable effective comparisons between them. The dose prescription was 64 Gy in 32 daily fractions over 6.5 weeks. All patients were planned using the inverse-planning module within the Pinnacle 3 ͑Philips Radiation OncologySystems, Milpitas, CA͒ version 6.2b treatment-planning system, yet the results are generally applicable. All IMRT plans used five, equispaced coplanar fields of gantry angles 0°, 72°, 144°, 216°and 288°. Given that the major organ at risk is widespread with respect to the target, it was considered that there would not be any preferential beam directions in this situation and therefore equispaced beams were chosen. Furthermore, the beam modulation arising from the inverse algorithm was expected to compensate for beam directions. The intention was to modulate the beams with an MLC in step-and-shoot delivery mode with an Elekta SLi linear accelerator.
B. Treatment objectives
Setting the optimization objectives and constraints is a hard task to accomplish, owing to the presence of ''importance factors'' that have to be assigned to each of the objectives. [8] [9] [10] After having experimented extensively with several sets of combinations, adequate results were found by setting a 46 Gy constraint to the spinal cord and setting the objectives with their corresponding weights as detailed in Table I . It was found that within Pinnacle 3 the optimizer yields better target homogeneity when setting a uniform dose objective for the PTV rather than a desired dose minimum and maximum. The lungs were considered as one organ and were given a low ''maximum DVH'' objective so as to guide the solution towards lower lung V 20 . The ''normal'' structure was invented to avoid unwanted hot spots in the rest of the body. The optimization engine used a physical, dose-volumebased cost function. 11 The number of iterations was set to 50, even though the cost function seemed to reach the global minimum by iteration 30. All iterations used a pencil-beam dose calculation with a dose voxel size of 0.4ϫ0.4 ϫ0.4 cm 3 , apart from iteration 5, where a convolution dosecalculation engine was applied to account for electronic disequilibrium effects that occur near the lung-soft tissue boundaries. The reason that only one convolution calculation was programmed to take place was the long computation time needed to achieve this. However, all computations fol- lowing iteration 5 were based on the convolution calculation and the pencil beam calculation was only used in order to calculate differences in dose.
Prior to segmentation, a smoothing 3ϫ3-bixel median filter was applied within Pinnacle in order to remove large spikes from the fluence maps. This was possible due to the median filter's capability to preserve major features such as gradients and at the same time to remove small-scale local extrema as found by Webb et al. 12 for a one-dimensional filter applied along the leaf motion direction. The resulting smoother fluence map was anticipated to require fewer and larger in size, on average, segments for its delivery. Subsequently, these ''optimum'' fluence maps needed to be approximated by multiple-level intensity maps and to be decomposed into a sequence of segments. For this, the k-means clustering method was used, by which a group of items is separated into groups or clusters, such that the value of each item matches that of the group to which it belongs as closely as possible. Items are then transferred between clusters such that the spread of values within each individual cluster is minimal. In the current context, the k-means clustering converter 13 within Pinnacle was employed to minimize the discrepancies between the ''optimum'' and the calculated intensities, without violating a user-specified deviation tolerance. This deviation tolerance is in practice the root-meansquare value between ''optimum'' and segmented fluence maps and will be referred to hereafter as ''error-tolerance,'' to express the segmentation results. The higher the errortolerance, the worse the accuracy of the dose distribution and the smaller the number of small segments. Other segmentation parameters such as allowed leaf-edge overlap, minimum equivalent square and minimum segment area were set to address the limitations of the linear accelerator. Where possible, segments were grouped together according to shape or intensity. Following segmentation, a ''segment weight optimization'' module was separately called in order to reduce delivery times and improve dose distributions further, based on the same constraints as those used during the IMRT optimization. This module was used to meet the objectives that were not satisfactorily met by the converted plan. During this stage, the planner could set a minimum number of monitor units ͑MUs͒ per segment, in order to increase the efficiency of delivery.
C. Study stages
This study was divided into nine stages: for each patient, a three-dimensional, five-field equispaced coplanar conformal plan ͑CRT͒ was devised initially in order to be used as the standard of comparison. Beam weight was the only parameter optimized in this plan. As an equispaced conformal plan was not necessarily the best conformal plan that could be achieved, another conformal plan ͑CRT-OPT͒ was also introduced. This was optimized for beam directions, collimator angles and wedge angles. Both these stages were designed to be delivered with the MLC shaped around an area 0.6 cm around the PTV in beam's-eye-view for each field. The next stage ͑OPT͒ was an inversely-planned intensitymodulated version of the CRT plan, with the objectives and constraints as set out in Table I . Stages SEG10, SEG5 and SEG1 involved a segmentation of the optimized plan with error tolerances of 10%, 5% and 1% respectively. Stages SEG10-OPT, SEG5-OPT and SEG1-OPT were the same as SEG10, SEG5 and SEG1, respectively, but segment weight optimization was carried out.
D. Treatment plan evaluation
The dose-calculation engine within the Pinnacle 3 treatment-planning system ͑TPS͒ was supplied with beam data from a 6 MV Elekta linear accelerator. The dosimetric accuracy of the TPS for conformal radiotherapy had been previously established by Bedford et al., 14 where it was reported that the differences between Pinnacle 3 calculation and measurements by ionization chamber and film, both in and beyond the lung region, were less than 2% for all depths. It was considered essential that account was given to the loss of scatter in the lung as well as to the correct prediction of the increased dose beyond the lung.
Additionally, the dosimetric accuracy of Pinnacle 3 for small fields was verified 15 for IMRT by manually segmenting a 6 MV 10ϫ10 cm 2 field within the treatment-planning system and then delivering this field using an Elekta linear accelerator. Each field consisted of five segments, the first consisting of an open field, and the subsequent four successively decreasing in width by 2 cm, so that the final segment was 2ϫ10 cm 2 . This was performed either by closing the MLC leaves by 2 cm or by completely closing off two leaves, so that the direction of the fluence gradient was either parallel to or perpendicular to the direction of leaf motion. The test fields were planned and delivered with a source-to-surface distance ͑SSD͒ of 100 cm, and the dose was measured at 5 cm depth in a water phantom using a 0.6 cm 3 ionization chamber ͑Saint Gobain Crystals and Detectors, Reading, UK͒ positioned centrally within each fluence step.
A more realistic assessment of the complete IMRT planning process for lung tumors was performed in an anthropomorphic phantom. The PTV represented a mediastinal tumor based upon that of a previous patient. The treatment was inverse planned using five equally-spaced 6 MV coplanar fields, segmented using an error tolerance of 3%, and delivered to the phantom. Lithium fluoride thermoluminescent dosimeters ͑TLD͒ were used to check the dose distribution.
For the small-field test where the fluence gradient was parallel to the direction of leaf motion, the measured doses were within 5% of the planned doses. When the fluence gradient was perpendicular to the direction of leaf motion, the ionization chamber measurements showed an agreement between Pinnacle 3 and measurements of better than 4%. For the anthropomorphic phantom, the mean difference between calculated and measured doses was -0.8% ͑measure-ments higher͒ and the standard deviation of the difference was 3.9%. This indicated that there was no systematic difference between planned and measured doses, and that the majority of measured point doses were within 4% of the corresponding planned doses. Thus, 4% was taken to be the associated uncertainty on the calculation of the final dose.
The comparison between the nine stages of this study was based upon dose distributions and dose-volume histograms ͑DVHs͒. The DVHs were later used to assess NTCP using the Kutcher-Burman histogram reduction scheme 16 in combination with the Lyman model 17 as incorporated in the BIOPLAN software 18 developed in-house. The parameters reported by Kwa et al. 19 were used (TD 50 ϭ30.5 Gy, m ϭ0.3, nϭ1.0). TCP calculations were also carried out within BIOPLAN where the Webb and Nahum model 20 was used with the following parameters: radiosensitivity ␣ ϭ0.23 Gy Ϫ1 , ␣ ϭ0.08 Gy Ϫ1 , and ␣/␤ϭ10 Gy.
III. RESULTS
Dose distributions in the plane of the isocenter for stages CRT, CRT-OPT, OPT, SEG10-OPT, SEG5-OPT, and SEG1-OPT for patient 1 are shown in Fig. 1 . The shaded area indicates the PTV and the thick isodose lines surrounding it are the 60.8, 51.2, 38.4, and 25.6 Gy in the order mentioned. The central plane isodose distribution comparison shows a good conformation of the PTV by the 60.8 Gy (ϭ95% of the prescribed dose͒ isodose curve to all stages apart from stage SEG10-OPT, which uses the least number of segments to deliver the plan of continuous intensity. The PTV of the conformal plans is over-enclosed in this plane. It is rather difficult to come to a conclusion for the lung sparing in this visual comparison. Moreover, from the DVH comparison in Fig. 2 the following can be concluded: The unsegmented, IMRT optimized plan ͑stage OPT͒ gives the best PTV homogeneity while maintaining the closest to desirable lung sparing. However, the goal of V 20 ϭ10% has not been reached. This is the only plan that cannot actually be realized with an MLC. Out of the segmented plans ͑stages SEG10-OPT, SEG5-OPT, SEG1-OPT͒ the one using an error-tolerance of 1% best approximates the PTV homogeneity of stage OPT, followed closely by the 5% and then the 10% one. The same rating applies for the lung sparing. The worst lung sparing is noted in the conformal plans where the MLCs have been designed to be wide enough to cover the PTV in beam's-eye view accounting for penumbra. Figure 3 compares the segmented plans with and without segment weight optimization taken into account ͑stages CRT, CRT-OPT, OPT, SEG5, and SEG5-OPT͒. PTV homogeneity is improved in stage SEG5-OPT at the expense of loss of lung sparing. This is a consequence of the way the weights of the structures during optimization had been set. The improvement from stage SEG10 to SEG10-OPT is more pronounced than from SEG5 to SEG5-OPT or SEG1 to SEG1-OPT ͑not shown in Fig. 3͒ . Both Figs. 2 and 3 show the DVHs for patient 1. However, the DVHs of the other patients were similar.
An overall comparison of all patient results is summarized in Table II . Stages SEG10, SEG5, and SEG1 are not included. The table gives a synopsis of mean PTV doses achieved for all five patients when the prescribed dose was 64 Gy. Here '''' is the standard deviation of the dose to the PTV as calculated within Pinnacle. 3 The range of dose variation in terms of minimum and maximum dose is also reported. The ''sd'' in all cases refers to one standard deviation evaluated over all five patients. For reasons of completeness, a TCP comparison is provided. As there is a high degree of uncertainty in the TCP parameters and thus the absolute values of the predictions may not be accurate, it is anticipated that they can still be used for ranking the plans in a betterto-worse order. This relative comparison is in agreement with the dose homogeneity comparison and yields the continuous intensity IMRT plan as the one with the best probability for tumor cure for all cases and the plan of stage SEG10-OPT as the worst. Table II also summarizes the lung sparing introduced by these plans. Lung mean dose and V 20 are employed as the comparators as it has been suggested that these indices are good predictors for the induction of radiation pneumonitis. 19, 21 Maximum dose is not of interest for a parallel organ such as the lung and is therefore not reported. The comparison on the basis of NTCP is in accordance with the ranking in terms of V 20 . The last row in Table  II summarizes the average number of segments per case.
By dividing the standard deviation of the mean dose in the PTV by the mean dose achieved, a good indicator of target homogeneity arises. Figure 4 demonstrates the impact of the complexity of a plan ͑by means of total number of segments required to deliver it͒ upon homogeneity in the PTV for all patients studied. Homogeneity of the unsegmented IMRT FIG. 1. Central plane dose distributions for patient 1, for stages CRT, CRT-OPT, OPT, SEG10-OPT, SEG5-OPT, and SEG1-OPT. The shaded area indicates the PTV and the thick isodose lines surrounding it are the 60.8, 51.2, 38.4, and 25.6 Gy in the order mentioned. ͑a͒ 3D conformal plan, ͑b͒ 3D optimized conformal plan, ͑c͒ continuous intensity IMRT, ͑d͒ IMRT segmented with 10% error-tolerance and segment weights optimized, ͑e͒ same as ͑d͒ with 5% error-tolerance, and ͑f͒ same as ͑d͒ with 1% error tolerance.
case is drawn as a dashed horizontal line, which is expected to be reached asymptotically for an infinite number of segments. The conformal cases are represented by a diamond corresponding to segment number equal to five ͑one per beam͒. Filled diamonds correspond to the five-field equispaced conformal case, whereas open diamonds correspond to the best five-field coplanar conformal plan that could be achieved. Segment weight optimization during stages SEG10-OPT, SEG5-OPT, and SEG1-OPT has a clear improvement on the PTV dose homogeneity in all cases as is yielded in the comparison of the solid and dotted lines of the first column of Fig. 4 . The increase in complexity does not necessarily improve PTV dose homogeneity. In four out of the five cases, a plateau is reached, whereby there is no further improvement from stage SEG5-OPT to stage SEG1-OPT. This means that reducing the total number of segments required from about 150 to about 40 does not necessarily diminish the quality of the plan as far as PTV homogeneity is concerned. Nevertheless, the conformal plans give a better outcome compared with all segmented plans, which seems to suggest that IMRT is not beneficial. This is contradicted at the second column of graphs, where the impact of complexity upon conformality is demonstrated. Conformality here has been characterized numerically by the ratio of the mean dose in the normal lung divided by the mean dose in the PTV as suggested by Webb. 22 The dashed horizontal line in this case denotes the conformality achieved by the continuous intensity IMRT plan. The diamonds correspond to the conformal plans, as previously. For all patients in this case, the lung is better spared with the plans utilizing unoptimized segment weights, owing to the nature of the way the objective weights in the cost function have been set. Once more, in four out of the five cases there is no further improvement on going from stage SEG5-OPT to stage SEG1-OPT. Contrary to the PTV homogeneity results, here the conformal plans pose a worse solution, even though, interestingly, the optimized conformal plan is approaching the conformality achieved by the segmented IMRT plans.
In search of the optimum total number of segments that does not degrade the quality of a plan, a case that produced a large number of segments was considered: these were then sequentially cut off starting from the least significant segments. Least significant in each case were considered the ones that had a low weight ͑small number of monitor units͒ and small area associated with them. As the beam segment weight optimization had already taken place, the removal of each segment led to its weight being redistributed to all remaining segments proportionately to their weight. Figure 5 demonstrates the result in PTV homogeneity and plan conformality. Segments were cut in groups of three per beam successively, hence the clustering of points in groups of five. The small gradient region in the area of 40 to 120 ͑total number of segments͒ shows the minor improvement that in -FIG. 2 . Dose-volume histograms for the PTV and both lungs excluding the GTV for patient 1. Solid lines correspond to the unsegmented ''optimum'' case, dashed lines to the 3D equispaced conformal, short-dashed lines to the optimized conformal, dotted lines to the segmented IMRT with 10% error-tolerance, dash-dotdotted lines to the 5% and dash-dotted lines to the 1%, respectively. The dose is expressed as a percentage of the 64 Gy prescription.
creasing the segments to more than 40 can cause to the overall quality of the plan.
In order to illustrate how the intensity map for one of the beams of case 3 changes from stage to stage, Fig. 6 is presented. The increase in simplicity is apparent in moving from the multiple levels of intensity of the unsegmented plan towards fewer strata. As concluded earlier, a fluence map as uncomplicated as the one of Fig. 6͑c͒ would be sufficient to deliver an acceptable dose distribution.
Given the plan data on segment delivery, a calculation of the time required to deliver a plan of the different segmentweight optimized stages was carried out. It was assumed that delivery would be at a dose rate of 400 MU/min with an MLC that has an average intersegment dead-time of 2 s. As a   FIG. 3 . Dose-volume histograms for the PTV and both lungs excluding the GTV for patient 1. Solid lines correspond to the unsegmented ''optimum'' case, dashed lines to the 3D equispaced conformal, short-dashed lines to the optimized conformal, dotted lines to the segmented IMRT with 5% error-tolerance without segment weight optimization and the dash-dot-dotted lines to 5% with segment weight optimization accounted for. The dose is expressed as a percentage of the 64 Gy prescription. The 64 Gy prescription to the mean of the PTV was met satisfactorily by all plans. result, an average total delivery time of 3.8 min for stage SEG10-OPT, 5.2 min for SEG5-OPT and 9.9 min for SEG1-OPT was estimated. This calculation includes the assumption that loading a segmented beam on an Elekta console takes approximately 25 s. This is only a rough estimate of time, which might vary depending on the plan analyzed. It does not include patient set-up and rechecking during treatment. Delivery time would increase significantly in case a breathing control device would be utilized as the segments would need to be grouped together and time for free-breathing intervals between irradiations would need to be given. The overall treatment time would then be patient-dependent as different people might tolerate breath holds differently, but also the same patient might have different limits as their treatment progresses.
IV. DISCUSSION
For any inversely planned problem, the post-optimization discretization of a continuous intensity map results in loss in treatment-plan quality. This study has investigated if this deterioration in quality makes the IMRT plan comparable to a conformal plan or whether IMRT can be delivered in an efficient, yet simple way, for the lung cases examined. The absence of lung motion has been simulated by assuming a lung-motion-freezing technology, such as an ABC device. Throughout the study, PTV dose homogeneity has been characterized numerically by the ratio ( PTV /͗D͘ PTV ) and lung dose conformality by the ratio (͗D͘ lungs /͗D͘ PTV ). In addition, the conformality has been expressed by tabulating dose statistics such as mean, minimum, maximum and standard deviation of the dose to the PTV and mean dose and V 20 for normal lung. Complexity of a plan has been linked to the number of segments needed to deliver it, which is directly related to the error-tolerance parameter used.
For the five, five-field cases we have considered, the following observations can be drawn:
͑i͒
The unsegmented IMRT plan satisfies best the goals of the optimization ͑Figs. 1 and 2͒. Yet, it cannot be realized in practice with an MLC. ͑ii͒
The conformal plans also give a satisfactory PTV coverage. This is done at the expense of not sparing sufficiently the normal lung volume ͑Figs. 1-4͒. ͑iii͒ Out of the segmented plans the best homogeneity is achieved by the ones with error-tolerance of 1% ͑these correspond to 106 -167 segments in total͒. Yet, plans with 5% error-tolerance ͑24 -40 segments in total͒ still give satisfactory results ͑Figs. 2 and 4͒. Moreover, they introduce a reduction in delivery time of more than 50%. ͑iv͒ Segment weight optimization improves the PTV ho- mogeneity but not the conformality, because the optimization goals set in this problem did not weight it heavily ͑Fig. 3͒. ͑v͒ A carefully optimized conformal plan has the potential to approach the conformality obtainable by an IMRT plan, while maintaining the superiority in covering uniformly the PTV.
Commenting further on conclusion ͑iii͒, the reason for the small improvement of plans going from an error-tolerance of 1% to 5% lies with the number of inefficient segments that the low error-tolerance plan generates. When a large number of segments results from the segmentation, most of them just satisfy the criterion of min MUϭ2 and, in addition, some are very small in size. Their small area in combination with their low importance contributes to the dose a small and not significant amount and they can therefore be excluded, without any major impact on the final outcome. On the contrary, the 5% plan uses fewer, but bigger and heavier weighted segments and still it is only just inferior to the 1% plan. Moreover, the geometric and dosimetric accuracy of the delivery of its segments needs less QA effort.
Overall, PTV homogeneity degrades as the complexity is decreased but this effect is not linear: it actually reaches a plateau and makes IMRT plans deliverable with fewer segments than originally expected. Dose conformality is less affected in the problem studied and does not reveal a clear response with changing complexity.
V. CONCLUSION
IMRT for the lung is a recent consideration and is expected to attract clinicians' interest due to its potential to allow dose escalation as well as to reduce normal lung dose and lung toxicity. Conventional conformal treatment techniques may be adequate for tumor coverage, but they have proved unsatisfactory for sparing of normal structures. Nevertheless, optimized conformal plans could offer a sparing of normal tissue close to that offered by segmented IMRT plans.
However, lung IMRT cannot be clinically applied until a viable solution has been found, which could control internal and external movements that cause dose uncertainties, especially when matrices comprising of several intensity levels need to be delivered.
This study has attempted to search for a reasonable number of segments that could deliver an optimal IMRT plan, given the limitation of prolonged treatment time in radiotherapy departments. It has concluded that close to optimum dose deliveries that do not compromise homogeneity in the target can be achieved for radical lung radiotherapy with a maximum of 40 segments in total in a five-field setting. The use of a smoothing filter prior to segmentation is a good idea. This can provide a reduction of about 20% in the final number of segments. Furthermore, a segment weight optimization algorithm can ameliorate the efficiency of a plan and is recommended as a good concept in a two-step algorithm like the one used here.
Plan conformality has not demonstrated a strong dependence on complexity. This solution does not claim to be the global optimum solution for lung radiotherapy, as one does not exist. 22 Nevertheless it is deemed the best among those examined within the given constraints and the given form of cost function. It is also believed to be independent of the tools used, as planning studies 7, 23 performed on different planning systems have shown similar results. Staff and machine resources will determine the final choice based on the time available for planning, delivery, and verification.
